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Abstract: Point cloud data processing is an important topic in geometric computing. One promising application of point cloud data processing is 3D face recognition. With the recent developments of 3D scanning technology, the emergence in the near future of 3D face recognition from 3D video sequences is eminent. Face tracking is a necessary step before the recognition of a face. In this paper, we propose the integration of a nose tip detection method into the process of tracking the face in a 3D video sequence. The nose tip detection method which does not require training nor does it rely on any particular model, can deal with both frontal and non-frontal poses, and is quite fast. Combined with the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm and a Kalman filter, the nose-tip-detection-based method achieved robust tracking results on real 3D video sequences. We have also shown that it can be used to coarsely estimate the roll, yaw and pitch angles of the face poses.

1 INTRODUCTION

Face recognition is an active research area in biometrics with much of the work being performed in the 2D domain. With the rapid development of advanced range imaging devices, 3D face recognition which uses facial point cloud data has lately received a growing attention from researchers and industries. Compared with 2D face recognition, 3D face recognition is less sensitive to illumination, pose variations, facial expressions, and makeup (Mian et al., 2007). Currently, most 3D face recognition research is performed on still range images (Queirolo et al., 2010; Pears et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2006; Al-Osaimi et al., 2009; Lu and Jain, 2008). Although these methods work very well on neutral-expression and frontal faces, great challenges are met when they deal with non-neutral-expression and/or non-frontal faces (Queirolo et al., 2010; Al-Osaimi et al., 2009; Lu and Jain, 2008). One possible strategy for confronting such challenges is to utilize temporal information. As has been observed in 2D video-based face recognition, since successive frames in a video sequence are continuous in the temporal dimension, “such continuity, coming from facial expression, geometric continuity related to head and/or camera movement, or photometric continuity related to changes in illumination, provides an additional constraint for modeling face appearance” (Zhou et al., 2009). Although existing 3D video scanners, e.g., SwissRanger 3000/4000, are not comparable with 2D video cameras in terms of image resolution and capture range, we can envision that with the development of 3D scanning technology, high-quality 3D video scanners will emerge in the near future and can be used for 3D face recognition.

In order to recognize a face in a video sequence, one needs to first locate the face in each frame of the video sequence, which leads to the face tracking problem. In this paper, we propose a nose-tip-detection-based face tracking method which tracks the face by tracking the nose tip in a 3D video sequence. We argue that compared with other facial features, such as inner or outer eye corners, the nose tip is more robust to pose changes; it is also more invariant to expression changes compared with features on the cheeks or on the chin. The nose tip detection method adopted in this paper, combined with the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm and...
a Kalman filter, helps to build a robust face tracking method in that although the nose tip detection method may sometimes fail, tracking can still go ahead with the help of ICP.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is reviewed. In Section 3, we describe the proposed method in detail. Section 4 presents the experimental results of the proposed method applied on real range image sequences. Finally, in Section 5 we provide the conclusions and discussions.

2 RELATED WORK

In 3D face recognition the nose region plays a very important role particularly in face normalization, pose correction, and nose region based matching. More often, nose localization is achieved by successfully detecting distinctive facial features (the nose tip, nose ridge, eye corners, etc.) in face scans.

Most existing methods are 3D-based. They rely on the direct detection of facial features from range images. Some researchers (Malassiotis et al., 2005; Colombo et al., 2006) use curvature analysis, including the mean (H) and Gaussian (K) curvatures classification (HK Classification) and the principal curvatures to help confine the search scope of particular facial features. The computation of the H and K curvatures and the principal curvatures involves estimating the second order derivatives of a range image, which is error-prone because of the noise in the image. In addition, these methods are not pose invariant.

Xu et al. first use the “effective energy” defined in their paper to filter out points in non-convex areas (Xu et al., 2006). Because the effective energy condition is very weak and many points in other areas like the cheeks and chin also meet this condition. A support vector machine (SVM) is then trained using the means and variances of the effective energy sets as input to further filter out the non-nose tip points. However, the effective energy set is not pose invariant, meaning that even for a same point, the means and variances of the various effective energy sets corresponding to various poses could be different. Chew et al. also use the effective energy condition to select nose tip candidates, but circumvent the SVM-training stage by trying to find the mouth-and-eyes regions in the input image, which is not always easy. The nose tip detection rates were moderate as reported in their paper—93% and 68%—for frontal and non-frontal faces, respectively (Chew et al., 2009). In Pears et al’s method a nose tip candidate has to pass a four-level filtering scheme at the 3D vertex level in order to be identified (Pears et al., 2009). Their method is computationally expensive (requires about one minute on a AMD Athlon 64×2 Dual core 4200+ 2.20 Ghz, 4 Gb RAM machine running MATLAB), and cannot deal with pure profile facial views.

Anuar et al. propose to use point signature (Chua and Jarvis, 1997) for nose tip representation (Anuar et al., 2010). However, the point signature representation is not pose-invariant. Bevilacqua et al. propose to extend Generalized Hough Transform (GHT) to nose tip detection in 3D facial data (Bevilacqua et al., 2007). However, they assume that the region around the nose tip can be modelled as a series of spheres, an assumption not accurate.

In Breitenstein et al.’s method (Breitenstein et al., 2008), for a pixel to be a nose candidate its aggregated signature must have more local directional maxima than a given threshold and the center of the set of the local directional maxima has to be part of the pixel’s single signature. A nose tip and the associated pose is validated by finding the best match between the input range image and a set of reference pose range images whose orientations are close to that of the pose associated with the nose tip candidate. The reference pose range images are rendered by rotating a particular 3D head model under many poses, which is not always available in practice. More importantly, we argue that a particular model generated from a quite limited number of training data is unlikely to accurately represent any input face.

In contrast to the majority of the literature on 3D facial feature detection, only very few methods are able to detect the nose tip from 2D face profiles. Lu et al. assume that the nose tip has the largest z value (called “directional maximum” in their paper) if projected onto the corrected pose direction (Lu et al., 2008). The major drawback of their method is that it does not take the pitch into consideration. For this reason, Yang et al.’s method is also likely to fail because it relies on the directional maximum to firstly gain some nose tip candidates (Yang et al., 2009). Faltiemier et al. propose to first get 37 profiles by rotating a face scan around the y-axis from the range of [0°, 180°] in a step size of 5°. Then for each profile they search for the nose tip by translating two nose profile models along the profile to search for the points that best match the nose tips of the two models, respectively (Faltiemier et al., 2008). This translation-based model matching is obviously scale sensitive. In addition, just as in the case of 3D model, the generalization of their model is limited.
We came up with a novel method for nose tip detection across a wide range of face poses (Peng et al., 2011). Compared with other existing nose tip detection methods, our method has the following three characteristics: First, it does not require any training nor rely on any particular model. Therefore, compared with training-based and model-based methods, it has the advantage of being exempt from laborious training and the pose limitations that are associated with training. Second, it works equally well for frontal and non-frontal poses, which is very important in practice because the pose of the face changes constantly in a sequence. Finally, it is relatively fast, requiring only a few seconds to process a facial range image of 100-200 pixels (in both x and y dimensions) with a MATLAB implementation.

Ren et al. propose a method for nose tip detection and tracking in 2D image sequences (Ren et al., 2007). In their method, the nose tip is detected in the first frame using GentleBoost and then tracked through the sequence using an improved Lucas-Kanade optical flow method. To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no publicly available literature on 3D face tracking in range image sequences.

3 NOSE TIP DETECTION AND TRACKING

In this section, we first describe the nose tip detection method followed by the nose-tip-detection-based face tracking scheme.

3.1 Nose Tip Detection Algorithm

To make this paper self-contained, we briefly describe below the main steps of the nose tip detection algorithm. Details can be found in (Peng et al., 2011). The input to the algorithm is assumed to be a 3D face region coarsely located by some face detection method. The reported parameters of the algorithm have been adjusted based on a resolution of 1mm/pixel. For a different resolution, these parameters will have to be adjusted accordingly. The pipeline of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 1 followed by its description.

**The Nose Tip Detection Algorithm**

Input: one face scan containing $N$ 3D face points with larger z-value points closer to the viewer.

Steps:
1. Rotate the Input Face Scan around the y-axis by an angle $\beta$ within the range of $[-90^\circ, 90^\circ]$ in a step size of $3^\circ$. Divide the 61 new point sets, each consisting of the rotated points of the original input face scan by a particular angle, into two groups called the **Min Group** and the **Max Group**. Rotated around the y-axis by an angle of $\beta$, a face point $(x_i, y_i, z_i)$ in the original input face scan takes the new 3D coordinates $(x'_j, y'_j, z'_j)$ as

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
  x'_j \\
  y'_j \\
  z'_j
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
  \cos \beta & 0 & \sin \beta \\
  0 & 1 & 0 \\
  -\sin \beta & 0 & \cos \beta
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_i \\
  y_i \\
  z_i
\end{pmatrix}
$$

(1)

2. Generate the 2D left most and right most face profiles from the Min Group and the Max Group.

For a point set that corresponds to rotation $\beta_j$ ($j=1,2,...,30$) in the Min Group, its 2D left most face profile $S_j$ is a 2D curve on the xy-plane

$$
S_j = \{(x'_j, y'_j)_{k=1,2...,N_j}: y'_j \in \{0,1,...,R-1\},
$$

$$
x'_j = \min \{x'_j: ((x'_j, y'_j) = y'_j, z'_j)_{n(1,2,...N_j)}\}
$$

(2)

where $N_j$ is the total number of 2D points in $S_j$. Figure 1: Pipeline of the nose tip detection algorithm.
and $R$ the number of rows of the face scan. $x'_j$ is rounded to its nearest integer value in the case that it is non-integer. The 2D face profile $S_j$ ($j = 31, 32, ..., 61$) for a point set in the Max Group can be defined analogously.

3. Detect Nose Tip Candidates. To this end, move the center of a circle of radius $r$ (We use $r = 10$ which works very well in the experiments.) along each 2D face profile generated in step 2, and count the numbers of the 180 points (which are uniformly positioned along the perimeter of the circle) that are “inside” and “outside” the face profile when the circle’s center is moved to each point on the face profile of interest (see figure 2).

Let $n^+$ and $n^−$ denote, respectively, the numbers of the 180 points inside and outside the face profile when the circle’s center moves to a particular point on the face profile. For a point on the face profile to be a possible nose tip candidate, we require that $D = n^− − n^+ \leq −50$. This threshold is experimentally obtained and works well in the experiments.

4. Extract cardinal points from the nose tip candidates detected in step 3. Do the following: a) Initialize a histogram with each entry of the histogram corresponding to each y-coordinate value of the 2D face profiles. For each point $(x'_j, y'_j)$ [ $k = 1, 2, ..., N_j$, where $N_j$ is the total number of points in $S_j$, refer to Eq. (2)] where a possible nose tip candidate is detected, increase the entry corresponding to $y'_j$ by one. Since the nose tip candidates cluster into spikes in the histogram, we only consider those points whose y-coordinates correspond to the peak value of the related spike. We call these points the “cardinal points” in this paper. We abandon all short spikes whose heights are either less than 30% of the highest spike or less than five to avoid false detections caused by noise.

5. Calculate two metrics, the cardinal point fitness and the spike fitness described below to identify the nose tip.

We observed that in a large number of cases the nose shape in a face profile can be fitted using a triangle. Thus, we use the cardinal point fitness to measure the degree of similarity between a triangle and a face profile segment corresponding to a nose shape candidate. For this purpose, we fit the face profile segment around a cardinal point $S$ using connected straight line segments. For a fit to be valid we require that the connected straight line segments form a maximum convex polygon (see Fig. 3). For example, the polygon $(B2, B1, S, A1, A2, A3)$ in Fig. 3 is valid and adding more points, such as $B3$ and $A4$, will violate the requirement. In our implementation we use a line segment to approximate a curve segment if all the points in the curve segment are within distance $d$ of the line segment. We empirically found that optimal values for $d$ are two or three pixels.

Figure 2: Nose tip detection on a Max Group face profile. A circle’s center is moved along the face profile. At different positions on the face profile the areas of the circle enveloped “inside” the face profile (denoted by blue) are different. Smaller areas are likely to correspond to the nose tip. Actually, $n^+$ and $n^−$ are counted instead of computing the areas directly.

Figure 3: The fitness of the cardinal point $S$ is calculated as $CF_S = 2 - S_S / S_A$, where $S_S$ is the area of the polygon $(B2, B1, S, A1, A2, A3)$ and $S_A$ is the area of the triangle $(B2, S, A3)$.

Obviously, a large $CF_S$ value indicates that the nose shape candidate with $S$ as the nose tip is similar to a triangle. Although a larger value of $CF_S$ means that the face profile segment is closer to a triangle in shape, it does not necessarily mean that the segment represents a nose. Thus we introduce the definition of a valid cardinal point. A valid cardinal point satisfies all three heuristic conditions below (called the “nose triangle conditions” in this paper): a) The distance of the nose tip to the nose ridge must be larger than that of the nose tip to the nose bottom. In our implementation we require that the former is at least 1.2 times larger than the latter. b) The distance of the nose tip to the nose ridge must be within the range of 20-60 pixels. This heuristic helps to eliminate too large or too small triangle-like shapes which are not likely to be nose shapes. c) The altitude $H$ perpendicular to the nose tip-nose bottom side of the triangle must be larger than 5 pixels. This heuristic helps to eliminate too flat triangle-like
shapes which are not likely to be nose shapes. Note that the parameters in conditions b) and c) are derived from observations of a large number of face samples and are set according to the resolution of the face scan (which is approximately 1mm/pixel).

Assume that there are $M$ spikes to be considered, then the spike fitness of the $m$th ($m = 1, 2, ..., M$) spike is

$$SF_m = c_m \sum_i CF_i - D_m$$

(3)

where $c_m$ is the ratio of the height of this spike to that of the highest spike, $CF_i$ is the fitness of a valid cardinal point associated with this spike, and $D_m$ is the maximum dimension of the cluster formed by all the valid cardinal points that contribute to the summation in Eq. (3). $D_m$ is computed as

$$D_m = \begin{cases} 200e^{0.6 \beta}, & \text{if } D_m \leq 5 \\ D_m, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(4)

We use an exponent term to penalize small $D_m$ values. The spike that has the largest fitness value is regarded as corresponding to the real nose tip candidates cluster. The valid cardinal point in this cluster with the highest altitude perpendicular to the nose tip-nose bottom side of the nose shape triangle is taken as the nose tip.

A MATLAB implementation of the above algorithm takes 2-4 seconds to detect the nose tip in an image of 121×121 pixels.

A by-product of the proposed method is that it can be used to coarsely estimate the roll, yaw and pitch angles of the face pose. Assume that the nose tip is detected at face profile $S_j$ ($j = 1, 2, ..., 61$), which corresponds to an angle of $\beta$ in the range $[-90^\circ, 90^\circ]$, then the yaw rotation is estimated by

$$Yaw = \begin{cases} -(90^\circ + \beta), & \text{if } \beta < 0 \\ 90 - \beta, & \text{if } \beta \geq 0 \end{cases}$$

(5)

The pitch rotation can be estimated by computing the angle between the y-axis of the profile $S_j$ and the nose ridge-nose bottom line (the line connecting A3 and B2 in Fig. 3).

Assume that the positions of the detected nose ridge and nose bottom on the range image plane is $(x_r, y_r)$ and $(x_b, y_b)$, respectively. Let the angle between the vector $[x_r-x_b, y_r-y_b]$ and the y-axis of the range image plane be $\alpha$, then the roll rotation can be estimated using

$$Roll = \begin{cases} -\alpha, & \text{if } x_r > x_b \\ \alpha, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(6)

Experimental results show that the proposed method is robust to many scenarios that are encountered in common face recognition applications (e.g., surveillance). A high detection rate of 99.43% was obtained on FRGC v2.0 data set (Peng et al., 2011). The detection rate of our method is comparable to that of a most recent nose tip detection method (Pears et al., 2009) which achieves 99.6% detection rate on FRGC v2.0 data set. However, the method in (Pears et al., 2009) is much more computationally expensive (see Section 2 Related Work). A detailed complexity analysis of the above nose tip detection method is also presented in (Peng et al., 2011), which shows that most of the computations involved are simple. Thus, if implemented in hardware (such as a GPU implementation), the proposed method should be able to work in real time.

### 3.2 Nose-tip-Detection-based Face Tracking

In order to efficiently track the nose tip of a face in every frame of a 3D video sequence, it is required that the nose tip detection algorithm in Section 3.1 has a very high detection rate (ideally 100%). However, due to noise and missing data in the range image, this perfect detection rate is hard to achieve. In view of this, we combine our nose tip detection algorithm with the ICP algorithm (Besl and McKay, 1992) and a linear Kalman filter in a novel tracking scheme (shown in Fig. 4). Currently, our approach deals with the case of only one face appearing in a frame.

The ICP algorithm (Besl and McKay, 1992): Given two data clouds, the ICP algorithm establishes correspondence between each point of one data cloud with the closest point of the other data cloud. A transformation is then derived by minimizing the sum of the squared distances between these corresponding points. This transformation is applied to align the two data clouds and a new set of correspondences is established between their closest points. The algorithm is repeated iteratively until the sum of the squared distances between the points of the two data clouds reaches a threshold or there is no significant change between iterations.
Figure 4: The nose-tip-detection-based face tracking scheme.

The linear Kalman filter. The linear Kalman filter is an optimal solution to the state estimation problem under the linear and Gaussian assumption. It consists of two steps, the prediction step and the update step. The advantage of the linear Kalman filter is that it does not require keeping a history of the states—only the previous state is needed to estimate the next state.

One loop of this iterative tracking process works as follows.

At iteration $t$, we first predict the position of the nose tip $(x, y)$ in the current frame using Kalman filtering prediction. Then the face region is cropped at the current frame centered at $(x, y)$; the result is denoted as $I_{current}$. Subsequently, the nose tip detection algorithm of Section 3.1 is applied on $I_{current}$. There are three possible cases for the nose tip detection results. Case (a): the detected nose tip position $(x_d, y_d)$ is correct. According to the trajectory continuity characteristic, the nose tip positions in the immediately subsequent frames should be close to each other in the trajectory. In our implementation, we regard $(x_d, y_d)$ as correct if it is within distance $TH$ of the predicted position $(x, y)$.

Case (b): the detected nose tip position $(x_d, y_d)$ is far away from the predicted position $(x, y)$ due to false detections (based on the assumption that there is only one face). Case (c): no nose tip position is detected. This is usually because the quality of the image is so bad that there are not enough nose tip candidates detected. For the latter two cases, we register $I_{current}$ with a face scan cropped from the previous frame, denoted as $I_{prev}$, using the ICP algorithm (Besl and McKay, 1992). Given the nose tip position in $I_{prev}$ and the rotation matrix and translation vector obtained from the ICP algorithm, the nose tip position $(x', y')$ in the current frame can be easily obtained. For the first case we simply set $x' = x_d$ and $y' = y_d$. We can then use $(x', y')$ to update the Kalman filtering and crop $I_{prev}$ at the current frame centered at $(x', y')$. The tracking process is thereafter propagated to iteration $t + 1$.

We use the following linear Kalman filter in the tracking scheme:

$$
\begin{align*}
X(t) &= \Phi(\Delta t) X(t - \Delta t) + w(t - \Delta t) \\
Y(t) &= H(t) X(t) + v(t)
\end{align*}
$$

where $X(t)$ and $Y(t)$ are the state and observation vectors, respectively; $\Phi(\Delta t)$ and $H(t)$ are the state matrices:

$$
\Phi(\Delta t) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad H(t) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix},
$$

and $\Delta t = 1$. 

$\text{ICP registration between } \text{I}_{\text{current}} \& \text{I}_{\text{prev}}$.
The prediction and update equations of the Kalman filter are
\[
\begin{align*}
X^- (t) &= \Phi(\Delta t)X^- (t - \Delta t) \\
P^- (t) &= \Phi(\Delta t)P^- (t - \Delta t)\Phi^T(\Delta t) + Q(t - \Delta t) \\
K(t) &= P^- (t)H^T(t)[H(t)P^- (t)H^T(t) + R(t)]^{-1} \\
P^- (t) &= [I - K(t)H(t)]P^- (t) \\
X^- (t) &= X^- (t) + K(t)[Y(t) - H(t)X^- (t)]
\end{align*}
\]
(8)

and
\[
\begin{align*}
K(t) &= P^- (t)H^T(t)[H(t)P^- (t)H^T(t) + R(t)]^{-1} \\
P^- (t) &= [I - K(t)H(t)]P^- (t) \\
X^- (t) &= X^- (t) + K(t)[Y(t) - H(t)X^- (t)]
\end{align*}
\]
(9)
respectively. In Eqs. (8) and (9), “-" and “~" represent the \textit{a priori} and \textit{a posteriori} estimations of a random variable, respectively; \(Q(t) = E(v(t)w(t)^T)\) and \(R(t) = E(v(t)v(t)^T)\) are the covariance matrices of \(w\) and \(v\), respectively. In all our implementation \(R(t)\) and \(P (0)\) are identity matrices \(\text{Id}\), and \(Q(t) = 3. \text{Id}\). These three parameters work well in the experiments.

When the nose tip detection algorithm fails, we use the ICP algorithm to obtain the nose tip position in the current frame. It may seem to the reader that the ICP algorithm is more “reliable” than the nose tip detection algorithm and one may wonder why we do not just use ICP for the tracking scheme. The main reason is that if we at every iterative step only use ICP to register adjacent frames and propagate the nose tip position from the previous frame to the next frame, then at each step small registration errors are generated and accumulated; when the accumulation of the registration errors builds up as the tracking proceeds, the nose tip position will gradually drift away. This situation is similar to the drift problem in template-based tracking in 2D image sequences (Matthews et al., 2004).

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The method was implemented in MATLAB R2007a and ran on a desktop PC (3.2GHz Pentium CPU, 1GB RAM, Microsoft Windows XP Professional OS). The data used in our experiments is from the ETH Face Pose Range Image Data Set (Breitenstein et al., 2008). Robust tracking results were obtained on a dozen of 3D video sequences containing about 5000 frames in total. These sequences were recorded using a range scanner at a frame rate of 28 fps. All frames in the sequences are 640×480 pixels in size, and contain only the head part of a subject. The head pose range covers about \(\pm 90^\circ\) in the yaw and \(\pm 45^\circ\) in the pitch. A face typically occupies about 150×200 pixels in a frame (approximately 1 mm/pixel). The ground truth of the nose tips is also available in the data set. Due to the space limit of this paper, here we only present the tracking results of three typical video sequences from the data set, M16, M5 and M5g. When naming the video names, the “M” denotes male subject, the “g” denotes that the subject wears glasses, and the numbers are assigned to distinguish different subjects.

Even though the spike noise has been removed from the data beforehand, they generally exhibit a poor quality. There are many holes in the data and the boundaries of the faces are zigzagged. In addition, in the data smaller z-value points are closer to the viewer—contrary to our assumption that larger z-value points are closer to the viewer. Therefore, in order to apply the proposed method, we first pre-processed the data in the following four steps: First, we replaced the original z-values in each frame by subtracting them from the largest valid z-value. Second, we applied a morphological close operation on the frame followed by a morphological open operation. The aim of this step is to smooth the boundaries of the face. The disk structuring elements used for the close and open operations have radii of 7 and 2 pixels, respectively. Third, we filled in the holes in the frame using the “imfill” MATLAB command. Finally, we applied a 3×3 averaging filter to the frame. This step helps to remove small spurs on the face. Fig. 5 presents two data pre-processing examples.

[Fig. 5: Two data pre-processing examples. (a) An original face range data. (b) The result of pre-processing (a). (c) Another original face range data. (d) The result of pre-processing (c).]

The parameters used for the tracking process is as follows: the dimensions of \(I_{\text{current}}\) and \(I_{\text{prev}}\) are 121×121 pixels, and \(TH\) is empirically chosen based on visual inspection of the maximum...
movement of the nose tip in adjacent frames. However, in real applications \( TH \) should be chosen otherwise, e.g., based on a number of training sequences. To initialize the tracking process, an initialization step is required. Since our nose tip detection algorithm assumes that the input to the algorithm is a facial region, we assume that the initialization step can be accomplished using another algorithm that is able to detect the face region from a range image. For the sake of this paper, we manually extract a window of 121×121 pixels from the first frame centered on the ground truth nose tip and the tracking thereafter begins. The tracking results along with corrected face poses are presented in Fig. 6. For each video we use two rows to show the results, one row for the tracked nose tip and the other for the corrected poses. The last column corresponding to the first rows justifies our choice of ICP as a complement to the nose tip detection method—in these cases the ICP were activated when the nose tip detection failed.

As shown in Fig. 6, despite detection failures in
Table 1: Description of the image sequences used in the experiments and tracking results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence name</th>
<th>M5</th>
<th>M5g</th>
<th>M16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no. of frames</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave. running time (s)</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection rate</td>
<td>98.34%</td>
<td>88.52%</td>
<td>99.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error mean (pixels)</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error std. deviation (pixels)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame no. when tracking failed by using ICP only</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) The computation was carried out on a window of 121×121 pixels.
(b) The detection rate is the ratio of the number of frames in which the nose tip was successfully detected out of the total number of frames in the sequence.
(c) Calculated only for the frames in which the nose tip was successfully detected and in the case where the ground truth (Breitenstein et al., 2008) is correct.

some frames, all three sequences were successfully tracked until the end. Note that in Fig. 6 some pose-corrected faces have much less face points than others. This is because these face poses are non-frontal and a large portion of the faces was missing due to occlusion. In Table 1 we also summarize the average running time of our method to detect a nose tip in one frame, the nose tip detection rates for each sequence, and the average errors between the detected results and the ground truth.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the detection rate of the nose tip detection method deteriorated when the subject had glasses on. This is because glasses leave more zigzagged boundaries in a face scan. Zigzagged boundaries generate more candidates in the nose tip detection step and increase the chances of false alarms and thus lead to lower detection rates. We believe that better data pre-processing techniques will further improve the results. One interesting fact in Table 1 is that although the detection rate of sequence M5g is the lowest compared with the other two sequences, the tracking accuracy for this sequence in terms of error mean and error standard deviation is comparable to those of the other two sequences. This fact partly demonstrates the robustness of the proposed nose tip detection algorithm to noise.

We observed in some frames that the ground truth (Breitenstein et al., 2008) is visually far from the real nose tip position. Consequently, two ways have been used to judge whether our detection is considered successful. If the visual inspection reveals that the nose tip of the ground truth is inaccurate, we rely on our visual inspection to decide on whether the nose tip was accurately detected. Otherwise, a detection result is considered accurate if the detected nose tip is within 10 pixels from the ground truth. Two examples are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Two examples (from sequence F7g) where the ground truth (Breitenstein et al., 2008) can be judged accurate based on visual inspection. Red crosses correspond to the ground truth (Breitenstein et al., 2008) of nose tip positions, while blue crosses correspond to the detected nose tips using the proposed method. Obviously, the ground truth for the nose tip position in (b) is inaccurate.

Since there is currently no publicly available literature on 3D face tracking in range image sequences, for the purpose of comparison we used ICP only for tracking the three sequences. In these experiments, when the tracked nose tip entirely drifted away from the nose region, we judged the tracking as having failed. The results are also included in Table 1, which show that using ICP only for tracking performed poorly.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper addresses an important application of point cloud data processing in 3D facial feature detection and tracking. In particular, in this paper we propose a nose-tip-detection-based face tracking method which combines a nose tip detection method with the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm and a Kalman filter. The proposed approach tested on real 3D sequences achieved promising tracking results. We envision that our approach has two potential real applications. One possible application is for a non-contact interface for disabled users. In this case, the user’s nose is used as a pointing device in a human-computer interaction manner in 3D space. The other possible application is for 3D video-based face recognition for authentication or surveillance purposes. In this case our method works
as a prerequisite step before the recognition of a face can happen.

However, there is still some substantial future work that needs to be done. Some possible directions are as follows:

Firstly, the proposed approach can fail in the case where the nose tip detection method and the ICP algorithm fail simultaneously. This could happen when two consecutive views of a face are both very noisy (which can lead to false alarms) and change rapidly in pose/position. The ICP algorithm may fail when the movement of the face between two adjacent frames is large to the extent that the ICP algorithm is unable to register the current and previous frames correctly. Therefore, how to improve the tracking scheme so that these two components can better complement each other is one direction of our future work.

Secondly, the pose correction in the proposed approach is coarse. We believe that there is potential to improve this step in the future.

Finally, currently our approach deals with the case of only one person appearing in a frame. It requires extending the approach to tracking multiple faces simultaneously appearing in a frame and dealing with appearing faces and disappearing faces. This will be the third direction of our future work.
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